June 22, 2018
Upcoming Transitions

Joy’s House Peeps

Joy’s House is growing, and with
that growth comes changes and
improvements, all to better serve
you and to keep your loved one as
safe as possible. You may have
noticed some ‘enhancements’ on
the security gate. Though not yet
activated, these new mechanisms
will help keep Guests in the Guest
(safe) space. Many of our Guests
have been able to open the gate
on their own for some time now—
some are so generous as to open
it for other Guests or to teach
them how to open it! While we
appreciate their ingenuity and
generosity, it has become a safety
issue. In the coming days, we will
guide caregivers through the new
process. It will be simple, though
will include a couple extra steps.
We will do our best to make it as
painless as possible for everyone,
but please bear with us as we
make the transition.
Another change on the horizon
will be a new sign-in/sign-out
system. The new system, called
Tend.ly, will be electronic and will
not only simplify and streamline
the process, but will also be a tool
for communication, among other
things. It will also help Joy’s House
to advance our record-keeping
and information-gathering needs.

Clockwise: New Guest, Miss Judy, is a
beautiful breath of fresh air with a smile
to match; Miss Charlene rocks the cowboy hat and channels her inner cowgirl;
Miss Delores (aka Miss D), rocks her own
hat with a dose of sass while Delores tries
to match the attitude! (good luck!)

Clockwise: Mr. Dick spends
some quality time with
superstar volunteer, Julia;
new Guest Relations Assistant, Gail, has lots to smile
about while hanging out
with Brother Michael; Mr.
Cliff and Miss Anna celebrate finishing a puzzle; an
old friend, Mr. Jerry,
stopped by to visit and pass
out his much-missed hugs!

